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Popular Topics

Be a Leader Beyond Reason

Reason is a wonderful thing and, yet, being 

reasonable is to play it cool, to limit expression, to 

follow the rules. It’s time for you to shake the status 

quo – and here’s how you can do it with presence, 

positioning and personal power.

Perception is Everything

People talk extensively about influence (and their 

desire for it). Few define it as strategic perception-

shaping, much less offer tools to help ensure your 

own influence has maximum impact for positive 

change. Learn how to shape perception around 

your message.. 

Strategy Neutralizes Stress

In the absence of strategy, activity is profuse 

without meaningful achievement. Strategy helps 

people stretch past limitations and comfort zones 

and directs activity to be of impact toward the 

ultimate goal. Discover how strategy gets you 

maximum ROE (Return on Energy). 

Bio
Maximizing impact, building legacy and 

transforming today – and tomorrow –

through strategic roadmaps. 

As a performance-driven marketer, results 

facilitator and business strategist, Donnie advises 

leaders on how to effectively attract, build and 

lead their tribe, as well as support accelerated 

revenues and results that change the world. 

Donnie Shows Audiences How to… 

Position As A Leader

Position strategic perception so you can extend your 

visibility and reach with the right people to create 

meaningful change. 

Increase Leadership Capacity

Align your inner knowingness with outer action to create 

transformative experience(s) and effect more significant 

change.

Scale Leadership Vision

Upshift your business vision for results using marketing 

strategy, techniques and best practices customized to 

your business.

Offerings for Speaking

1-hour Workshop 

Introduces key concepts along 

with an action framework.

Keynote Address 

Shares the context of this work 

along with provocative questions.

Half-Day Seminar

Explores legacy-building in 

greater detail with milestone plan.

Full-Day Seminar

Build your legacy roadmap using 

strategies and action plan.
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